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Abstract: Designed amphiphilic â-sheet peptides with the sequence Pro-Glu-(Phe-Glu)n-Pro (n ) 2-7)
were previously shown by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD), to form ordered two-dimensional
(2-D) monolayer structures at interfaces induced by the proline residues at peptide termini. The GIXD
diffraction pattern was modeled with two coexisting lattice arrangements, suggesting structural flexibility
exhibited in the multiple ways by which â-strands and their amino acid side chains pack into ordered 2-D
structures. Here, we find by in-situ GIXD measurements that the ordered â-sheet assemblies may undergo
a quasi-reversible compression and expansion cycle at the air-water interface. The diffraction measurements
indicate that on compression the repeat distance that corresponds to the long axes of the peptide strands
may decrease by up to 37% in length. Upon expansion the compressed â-sheet assemblies revert elastically
to their original conformation. The interstrand repeat distance along the peptide hydrogen bonds apparently
does not change along the film compression and expansion. Based on the GIXD data, at surface pressures
higher than ∼3 mN/m, beyond the peptide limiting area per molecule, the compressibility is 7.4 ( 0.6 m/N.
The out-of-plane Bragg rod diffraction patterns imply that in the compressed state the â-strands buckle up
in reaction to the increase in surface pressure. At low surface pressure, the 2-D compressibility of the
crystalline â-sheet was estimated at ∼32 m/N attributed to interdomain rearrangements.

Introduction

Molecular systems composed of designed peptides or proteins
can be programmed to yield intriguing and potentially useful
supramolecular architectures. In the search for advanced bio-
materials with predictable properties, there has been growing
interest in amphiphilic peptide self-assembly architectures.
Amphiphilic peptides, which display hydrophobic and hydro-
philic amino acids, may induce particular folds that are sequence
dependent. Novel biomaterials composed of amphiphilicâ-sheet
molecular assemblies have been engineered in a bottom to top
approach to form a variety of supramolecular architectures.1-8

Theâ-sheet structure is composed of pleatedâ-strands that are
stabilized by interstrand hydrogen bonds and by intermolecular
interactions between amino acids side chains. Recently, it has
been shown that rationally designed peptides may form ordered

â-sheet monolayers at flat solid surfaces and at air-aqueous
solution interfaces.5,9-12 Ordered amphiphilic peptide mono-
layers at interfaces may provide planar scaffolds relevant to a
broad spectrum of nanometer-scale applications. By combining
self-assembled molecular systems with current lithography
techniques,13 sophisticated molecular architectures may be
developed. Advanced understanding of peptide assemblies at
the molecular level would enable further utilization of such
systems in applications that require nanometer-scale precision.

Detailed structural characterization of a group of amphiphilic
peptides, Pro-Glu-(Phe-Glu)n-Pro, denoted by PGlu-n, which
form â-sheet monolayers at air-water solution interfaces, has
been provided by in-situ grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXD) measurements.11 The alternating hydrophilic (Glu) and
hydrophobic (Phe) amino acids along the peptide backbone
induce theâ-strand conformation at air-water interfaces. Phe
was selected as the hydrophobic amino acid for its relatively
large side chain that is advantageous in X-ray diffraction
measurements. Phe side chains may also form favorable
phenyl-phenyl interactions between neighboring strands.14 The
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stability of theseâ-sheet monolayers at the air-water interface
has also been attributed to possible hydrogen-bonded arrays
formed by Glu side chains,11 which resulted in an apparent pKa

≈ 6, higher than the∼4.5 that is typical of the carboxyl of Glu
side chain. The Pro residues positioned in the peptide termini
were shown to induce the formation of 2-D ordered assemblies.11

The GIXD pattern of the peptide Pro-Glu-(Phe-Glu)4-Pro,
PGlu-4, exhibited a spacing of 37.4 Å, which correlated well
with the previously reported distance of 6.9 Å between every
second amino acid along a pleatedâ-sheet strand (i.e., 6.9/2×
11 ) 37.9 Å). The diffraction pattern of PGlu-4 was modeled
by two coexisting crystalline unit cells of similar dimensions,
exhibiting two different configurations of interstrand phenyl-
phenyl interactions, in addition to more subtle differences in
backbone and other amino acid side chain conformations. The
fact that two coexisting lattices were required to model the
diffraction pattern of PGlu-4 strongly implies that the peptide
â-strands are structurally flexible; that is, they can assume at
least these two molecular configurations and thus also switch
between them. In addition, longer peptides of the same family,
Pro-Glu-(Phe-Glu)5-Pro (PGlu-5) and Pro-Glu-(Phe-
Glu)7-Pro (PGlu-7), exhibited spacings that were shorter than
the estimated length of the peptides.11 It was then hypothesized
that the longer peptides pack in a “herringbone-like” or
undulated structure such that the spacing indicated by the
diffraction data reflects an oblique orientation of the strands

within a ribbon. These apparent distortions could point to
structural frustrations that develop in these long peptides due
to the natural tendency of the strand to twist.15,16

Here, we present a systematic GIXD study of the peptide
PGlu-5 along compression and expansion surface pressure-area
isotherms. We find that theâ-sheet ordered monolayer structure
exhibits one-dimensional quasi-reversible compressibility.

Results

The surface pressure versus mean molecular area (π-A)
isotherm of peptide PGlu-5 in Figure 1a shows the film
compression and expansion. The compression isotherm starts
at a low surface pressure region that extends down to the peptide
limiting area per molecule (Figure 1a). At this point along the
isotherm, the water interface is essentially fully covered by the
peptide molecules. Further compression leads to a steep increase
in surface pressure, which is followed by a collapse atπ ≈ 25
mN/m. The collapse state is commonly attributed to the
formation of ordered or disordered multilayer structures.17 In
general, the expanding PGlu-5 film (Figure 1) exhibited mean
molecular areas that are smaller than during compression,
suggesting the irreversible formation of molecular aggregates
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Figure 1. (a) Surface pressure versus mean molecular area isotherm of PGlu-5 showing the compression (-) and expansion (- - -) of the film. These curves
represent the general trend of the isotherm measured during the GIXD studies. The latter isotherm (which is provided in the Supporting Information) exhibits
drops in surface pressure, due to relaxation, a commonly observed behavior of Langmuir films, at points where film compression is halted to allow GIXD
measurements (these points that correspond to the states where GIXD measurements were performed are indicated by numbers along the isotherm). Isotherm
was recorded at a compression rate of 0.25 Å2/molecule/s. (b) Schematic representation of PGlu-5 unit cell. The dimensions are based on previously studied
crystallineâ-sheet fiber structures.25 (c) The (0,1) Bragg peaks data (dots connected with a line for clarity), labeled with the surface pressure at the beginning
of each diffraction measurement. The arrows pointing to the right and left indicate measurements acquired on compression and on expansion, respectively.
(d) ln(d0,1) versus surface pressure. The points (which are labeled by the numbers that correspond to the point along the surface pressure area isotherm) were
fitted with a linear equation such that (slope)-1 of the line corresponds to theCC compressibility value;CC ) ∂ ln d0,1/∂π is ∼32 m/N forπ < 3 mN/m and
is 7.4 ( 0.6 m/N for π > 3 mN/m (see the Supporting Information for estimation of errors in ln(d0,1) andCC).
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along the collapse region of the isotherm. The GIXD measure-
ments described below provide structural insights on PGlu-5 film
undergoing the compression-expansion cycle.

GIXD measurements of PGlu-5, performed along the compres-
sion-expansion cycle isotherm, yielded, in general, two distinct
Bragg peaks: one that corresponds to theâ-sheet hydrogen-
bond direction and the other related to orderedâ-strands, along
the backbone axes (Figure 1b). Table 1 summarizes the analysis
of the measured diffraction peaks. The first measurement
performed along the compression isotherm, atπ ) 1.4, showed
the two typical diffraction peaks, (0,1) atqxy ) 0.1365 Å-1,
and (2,0) atqxy ) 1.3178 Å-1, that correspond to spacingsd0,1

) 46.0 Å andd2,0 ) 4.8 Å, respectively. These two Bragg peaks
indicate the formation of a 2-D ordered lattice, with lattice
vectors ofa ) 9.6 Å andb ) 46.0 Å (cf., Figure 1b). The
lattice vectora is set to double the observed spacing because
neighboring strands, along thea direction, are oriented in the
antiparallel mode.11 A definite unit cell cannot be determined
on the basis of two Bragg peaks only in the 2-D powder pattern.
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the unit cell is
characterized by aγ angle of∼90°, as the long spacing, 46 Å,
is close to the estimated length of a 13-residue peptide in the
â-pleated conformation, projected on the water interface, that
is, ∼6.9/2× 13 ) 44.8 Å (see Figure 1b and legend). Hence,
the PGlu-5 lattice atπ ) 1.4 mN/m may be described by the
unit cella ) 9.5,b ) 46.0 Å,γ ≈ 90° with an area per molecule
of (9.5× 46.0)/2) 218.5 Å2 corresponding to 218.5/13) 16.8
Å2 area per residue.

Interestingly, the PGlu-5 (0,1) Bragg peak that corresponds
to the spacing along theâ-strand backbone direction was found
to shift to higherqxy values (smaller spacings) on increase of
the applied surface pressure (Figure 1c and Table 1). For
example, atπ ) 1.4 mN/m, the detected (0,1) spacing isd0,1 )
46 Å and atπ ) 27.1 mN/m,d0,1 ) 35.8 Å, a reduction by
22% in length. Upon further compression toπ ) 29.7 mN/m,
the (0,1) Bragg peak could no longer be detected. Upon
expansion of the same film and release of the applied surface
pressure, the Bragg peak reappeared atqxy versusπ values
similar to those obtained along the compression (Table 1). Upon

expansion of the film, the longest (0,1) detected spacing was
48.1 Å, larger than the 46 Å, obtained along the compression,
at π ) 1.4 mN/m. This difference of∼2 Å may be related to
the backbone flexibility, or to changes in the interactions of
the peptide termini, affecting the gaps between neighboring
ribbons. The fact that along the film expansion the (0,1) Bragg
peaks reappear atqxy values similar to those obtained along the
compression isotherm implies that under applied pressure the
crystalline â-sheet monolayer film deforms elastically and
approximately reversibly. Nevertheless, Figure 1c depicts a
continuous decrease in the intensity of the (0,1) Bragg peak all
along the compression and the expansion isotherm, indicating
a destruction of the ordered peptide domains, which occurs
probably due to shear stresses and interfacial forces resulting
from film compression and expansion as well as from beam
damage caused by the repeating X-ray scans. Moreover, the
shape of the Bragg rods (the out-of-plane diffraction, see Figures
2a and 3 and Table 1) indicates a shift of the maxima of the
(0,1) rods toward higherqz values on increase of surface
pressure, that is, fromqz ) 0.2 Å-1 at π ) 1.4 mN/m toqz ≈
0.37-0.38 Å-1 at π g 17 mN/m with concomitant increase in
the estimated thickness (hz, see Table 1) of the ordered film.
These changes in Bragg rod shape suggest an out-of-plane
bending of theâ-strands backbone in reaction to the increase
in surface pressure. The (2,0) Bragg peaks that correspond to
the interstrand spacing, that is, alonga, the hydrogen-bonds
direction, maintained almost the sameqxy position (spacingd2,0

) 4.75-4.78 Å) as well asI(qz) Bragg rod shapes, throughout
the compression and expansion measurements (Figure 2b and
Table 1); thus the compressibility in this direction is∼0, within
experimental error. Similar to the trend observed in the (0,1)
data, there is also a general decrease in the (2,0) Bragg peak
intensities on compression.

The crystallographic unit cell parameters together with the
mean area per molecule of the compression isotherm and the
applied surface pressure allow the evaluation of film compress-
ibility. The macroscopic 2-D compressibility,CM, is extracted
from the surface pressure-area isotherms, and the compress-
ibility of the crystalline domain,CC, is based on the diffraction

Table 1. Analysis of the Measured Diffraction Peaks

π
(mN/m)

mmaa

(Å2/molecule)
qxy

(Å-1)
db

(Å)
fwhmxy

c

(Å-1)
Lxy

d

(Å)
Imax

e

(au)
qz

f

(Å-1)
fwhmz

(Å-1)
hz

(Å)

(0,1)
1.4 200 0.1365 46.0 0.0251 225 4740 0.203 0.454 12.44
6.7 187 0.1474 42.6 0.0231 244 4563 0.300 0.370 15.27

17.1 169 0.1613 38.9 0.0223 254 4480 0.375 0.310 18.21
23.0 156 0.1694 37.1 0.0227 249 3830 0.380 0.289 19.59
27.6 139 0.1748 35.9 0.0224 253 3448 0.369 0.269 21.01
27.1 126 0.1752 35.8 0.0203 278 3250 0.374 0.354 15.98
29.7 93 no peak
16.4 140 0.1585 39.6 0.0192 294 3091 0.376 0.538 10.50
11.5 154 0.1565 40.1 0.0208 272 3151 0.310 0.498 11.34
0.0 201 0.1305 48.1 0.0251 225 2620 0.144 0.437 12.93

(2,0)g

1.3 200 1.3178 4.77 0.0483 117 9418 0.166 0.404 13.99
6.4 187 1.3134 4.78 0.0697 81 11 581 0.037 0.652 8.67

16.7 169 1.3219 4.75 0.0528 107 8878 0.157 0.330 17.13
23.5 156 1.3162 4.77 0.0821 69 6335 0.128 0.341 16.56

a Mean molecular area, measured along the isotherm.b The spacing corresponding toqxy, d ) 2π/qxy. c The full width half-maximum of the Bragg peak
at qxy. d The coherence length of the ordered domainLxy ) 0.9× 2π/fwhmxy. e The maximum intensity of the Bragg peak.f qz, fwhmz, andhz are the Bragg
rod position maxima, full width half-maxima, and height, respectively. The height is estimated according tohz ) 0.9 × 2π/fwhmz. The full I(qz) pattern of
the Bragg rod data is provided in Figure 2.g The (2,0) data were collected on compression. The small deviations inπ values from the corresponding (0,1)
data are probably due to film relaxation.
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data. The compressibility of a Langmuir film, in general, is
defined as:

whereA is the peptide area per molecule. The compressibility
of the crystallineâ-sheet,CC, may be calculated from the two

observed Bragg peaks, assuming (cf., above) thatγ ≡ 90°. In
the present case, as described above, only the (0,1) spacing
changes and the (2,0) remains constant along the compression,
hence

The ln(d0,1) values, along both the compression and the
expansion isotherms, follow two characteristic lines with
different slopes (Figure 1d). At surface pressures higher thanπ
≈ 3mN/m, the curve slope indicatesCC ) 7.4 ( 0.6 m/N. A
several times larger value,CC ) 32 m/N, was estimated for the
low surface pressure (<∼3 mN/m) region of the isotherm
(Figure 1a and d). Noteworthy, although the data plotted in
Figure 1d could be reasonably divided into two regions
characterized by different compressibility values, the reliability
of CC ) 32 m/N, attributed to the expanded film, is much
smaller as compared to that of the compressed filmCC ) 7.4
( 0.6 m/N. The former is based on only two data points (Figure
1a and d), one obtained along compression and the other along
film expansion. In evaluatingCM, the macroscopic compress-
ibility, A in eq 1, corresponds to the mean area per molecule
(Figure 1a). The surface pressure-area isotherm represents the
mechanical properties of the Langmuir film, taking into account
both the crystalline and the amorphous parts. TheCM compress-
ibility is found from the slope of the compression isotherm that
is represented asπ versus ln(A) (figure provided in the
Supporting Information). The compression isotherm of PGlu-5
may be described by two characteristic values of compressibility.
Along the compression isotherm following the onset in surface
pressure at the limiting area per molecule (∼200 Å2) and up to
the collapse at surface pressure of∼25 mN/m (mean area per
molecule∼150 Å2), the film exhibits a compressibility ofCM

) 11.3 m/N that is quite similar to theCC ) 7.4 ( 0.6 m/N of
the crystallineâ-sheet structure. Along the inclined plateau
where the film presumably collapses into multilayer structures,
the compressibility is an order of magnitude larger,CM ) 112
m/N.

Summary and Discussion

In summary, this study has provided experimental evidence
of â-sheet elastic-like behavior that was detected by grazing
incidence X-ray diffraction measurements, performed along
surface pressure-area isotherms. The results reveal two char-
acteristic compressibility regions for crystalline PGlu-5 as-
semblies below and aboveπ ∼ 3 mN/m, respectively. It is

Figure 2. A few of the observed GIXD Bragg rod patterns of PGlu-5
monolayer at various surface pressures (labeled curves): (a) (0,1), (b) (2,0).
The Bragg rods data presented in Table 1 are based on the analysis of these
curves. The Bragg rods are represented by Gaussian curves fitted to the
experimental data along compression (-) and expansions (- - -); these
figures with the experimental data are provided in the Supporting Informa-
tion.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the suggested conformational changes theâ-strands backbones undergo on compression and expansion of the film.

C ) -(∂ ln A/dπ)T (1)

CC ) -(∂ ln d0,1/∂π)T - (∂ ln d2,0/∂π)T ≈ -(∂ ln d0,1/∂π)T

(2)
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reasonable to assume that the crudely estimated higher com-
pressibility,CC ) 32 m/N, obtained at low surface pressure, is
mostly dominated by inter-ribbon adjustments induced by the
decrease in the film area. At higher surface pressures, the lower
compressibility,CC ) 7.4( 0.6 m/N, arises from considerable
conformational deformation that is necessarily affecting the
shape of the peptide backbone. The PGlu-5 Langmuir isotherm
exhibits a macroscopic compressibilityCM ) 11.3 m/N that is
close to the compressibility attributed to the peptide backbones
in the crystalline structure. This similarity is explained by the
fact that beyond the limiting area per molecule where peptides
are closely packed, the compression affects the peptide backbone
conformation both in the crystalline domains and in the non-
ordered domains, and to a less extent the lateral arrangement
of the molecules on the surface.

Preliminary structure factor calculations, in combination with
molecular modeling, suggest that, upon compression, the
peptides within the orderedâ-sheet domains bend out of the
water interface. This hypothesis is supported by the differences
in the projected area occupied by Phe versus that of Glu. It is
reasonable to assume that the peptide backbone buckles such
that the Glu side chains get closer to each other and the distance
between the hydrophobic Phe side chains becomes longer such
that overall the peptide backbone appears bent out of the water
interface. According to our experiments, on increase in surface
pressure that is equivalent in three dimensions to hydrostatic
pressure, the backbone axis yields before any deformation along
the â-sheet interstrand hydrogen-bond direction.

Conformational flexibility ofâ-strands and sheet structures
manifests in diverse coiled, twisted, bent, and sheared-sheet
configurations in globular proteins.18-20 Wang and Small used
an oil-drop tensiometer to study the surface tension and elastic
modulus (that is, the inverse of the PGlu-5 macroscopic
compressibility value measured here) of consensus sequences
derived from apolipoprotein B.21 There is a good match between
the highest elastic modulus, that is, the lowest compressibility
value measured by Wang and Small, for apolipoprotein B,∼7-
11 m/N, and theCC ) 7.4 ( 0.6 m/N andCM ) 11.3 m/N
compressibility values found in this study for PGlu-5 monolayer.
Interestingly, on the basis of their measurements, the authors
suggested thatâ-sheet film complies elastically to a reduction
of up to 25% in film area. The results presented here provide
direct X-ray diffraction evidence for theâ-sheet elastic deforma-
tion. According to our results, the PGlu-5 crystallineâ-sheet
domains may be compressed by∼37% (from 200 to 126 Å2/
molecule, Table 1).

Noteworthy, compressibility has also been detected in ordered
helical assemblies of alamethicin. On the basis of the data
reported by Ionov et al.,22 a compressibility of∼2.6 m/N along
the axes of the helices may be estimated. Nevertheless, more
diffraction measurements are required to elucidate the confor-
mational changes that characterize the helical compression.

The compressibility of Langmuir films composed of long
chain amphiphilic compounds has been studied both theoreti-
cally23 and experimentally by GIXD.24 The largest compress-
ibilities (10 m/N) were observed for phases in which the long
chains are tilted away from the normal of the water interface.
These were found to be independent of chain length, and thus
were attributed to reorganization of headgroup hydrogen-bond
networks. The lowest compressibility values, observed in the
solid, untilted phase, were found to be similar in value to those
of crystalline polymers associated with rearrangements of methyl
groups in the crystal state.24

It is reasonable to assume that theâ-sheet compressibility
depends on the peptide sequence and on the packing of the
strands. Therefore, more measurements are currently underway
to assess the compressibility of variousâ-sheet monolayer
systems. We believe that the structural and mechanical insights
provided here will contribute to a better understanding ofâ-sheet
assemblies in the context of designed biomaterials, in natural
proteins and amyloid fibers.
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